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Charles Simic

THE MEANING

Hidden like that small boy

They couldn't find

The day they played hide and seek

In a park full of dead trees.

We give up! they yelled.

It was getting dark.

They had to summon his mother

To order him to come out.

First she threatened him.

Then she was frightened.

At long last, they heard a twig

Snap behind their backs.

And there it was!

The stone dwarf, the angel in the fountain.
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CHILDHOOD STORY

The streets were wider, the houses bigger.

A raven-haired giantess with huge breasts

Took you into her bed. There one could hear

The story of the King's youngest daughter.

The ball she played with rolled into a pond

Full of dead leaves. It stayed there.

You already knew you'd find it some day.

You'd enter some quiet, sunlit room.

And there'd be a ball on the table . . .

It was black from spending so much time

In other people's dreams. You told no one about it.

The earth is a ball, you heard your father say.

He sat in a lion-footed chair, a sheet over his head.

As if awaiting movers. The roads out of town

Were packed with sleepwalkers dressed as soldiers.

They must not be wakened, you were warned.

Was it true that they drew the victim's name

Out of a hat? That there were forbidden rooms

Only bad children and mad housewives entered?

That the ball in the story used to be golden?
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WINTER SUNSET

Such skies were seen on the eve of great battles:

Fast-moving clouds of troubling appearance

That made the horses restless.

So the soothsayers were brought in —

Who said nothing, even when shown the naked sword.

The darkening heavens teeming with shadow-play

Of unknown tribes and their heroes on the run . . .

The white church tower clutching its bird-shaped weathervane

Against it all, but the village deserted.

Not a soul in sight this evening.

It's possible they might be watching the sky

Out of their dark kitchens and parlors.

Some young farm woman, dress unbuttoned,

A small, sickly child on her knees.

Its head turning away from her full breast —
Eyes full of sky's terror and luster.
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THE WORLD

As if I were a shade tree

On some side street with a small cafe.

Neon beer sign with the word "Cold" shining in it.

Summer dusk.

The solitary customer, who looks like my father.

Is bent over a book with small print

Oblivious of the young waiter

Who is about to serve him a cup of black coffee.

I have an incalculable number of leaves

Not one of which is moving.

It's because we are enchanted, I think.

We don't have a care in the world.



Sylva Fischerova

JASMINE WIND

For a long time we hauled

the jasmine wind

and the meaningless night,

like books with happy endings.

But when all the trucks

the records of good intentions

the hair of the gods

last love's thimble

and the football stadiums

were not enough

we gave it up

and went for yeast beer

to the pub beyond the bridge

feeling light as a string that's just

snapped

and yet

someone was playing a song about a wedding

and the wedding-cake

whose sweetness

we can't understand.
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BLACK TIGER

Sometimes

there is only the black tiger

and the river with floating ashtrays.

Then

you throw away everything,

even yourself, gladly,

and you become

the black tiger on the floating

ashtrays.

You don't know why
nor what the black tiger and the river with the ashtrays

mean,

but it's a different ignorance

from

the constant fiddle with eternity,

from the black bottle of love,

god knows what's in it and

drink, will you!

And the point is

that the tiger

comes only once.

Yes and you look for him

always and everywhere,

in black hair

in black eyes

in black watches,

until suddenlv
/

someone comes with candles

and then you are

again the black tiger.
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only for a moment, so that at best

you can run away

and have eternity

stroke your chin

and say:

You black tiger.



THE PRIMER

Not believe in love and love

not believe in death and die

dislike work and work

Something else he said

something not everyone does

Believe in love and not love

believe in death and not die

like work and not work

Something else please

something I haven't met with

Believe in love and love

believe in death and die

like work and work

Yes that I wanted to hear he said quietly

when we sat at grandfather's dinner table

one chair was always left empty

just in case God might come by



NECESSARY

What was necessary

we did.

The fields lay fallow

and we ploughed them,

sowed the grain

and waited.

Our women lay fallow

and we did what was necessary

and waited.

When foreign horsemen came

we did what was necessary

fenced off the fields and houses,

sharpened axes and knives.

But at night the horsemen

jumped the fences

on their high horses

and played the flute

under our bedroom windows.

We put up higher and still higher fences

but the horses grew

as fast as the fences

and always there was the flute.

Then our women left us

and took the children with them.

We did what was necessary

burned the remains of their dresses,

the flowers behind the windows,
and waited.
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But nobody's coming.

The stoves are cold,

we go on waiting.

Maybe we've done less

than was necessary?

Or more?

And what if earlier,

before the riders came,

we had done less or more

and now we've done

enough,

but that's why
we can't wait to see,

since only the one

who does less

or more

gets to the end of his waiting?

We don't know what to do

or whether to wait,

for by waiting

we're doing something.

Or aren't we?

We don't know what's necessary.

And the stoves are cold.

translated by jarmila and lan Milner
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Laura ]ensen

LESSONS IN FORM

FIRST LESSONS

I don't remember being born. Books tell us it is after our births

that we each begin to discover our self. This self is a human be-

ing's prior knowledge. The human lives within the skin of that

human self; it senses itself.

We think by feeling. What is there to know?

I hear my being dance from ear to ear.

I wake to sleep, and take my waking slow.

Of those so close beside me, which are you?

God bless the Ground! I shall walk softly there.

And learn by going where I have to go.

Theodore Roethke, "The Waking"

To this prior self we must return for identity's sake. Selfish

senses are there to declare us ourselves. In sleep we return. We
return when we find a corner chair and eat potato chips or read

an old children's book — we return to our prior self, to that one

self within the skin of a human being.

We must return, because it is from within that skin that we look

outward to attend to human myths. We learn the pattern around

us, we learn how we fit in. We do not know these are our lessons

in form. We know it as knowledge of the real world. When I first

made words with a pencil the word form to me was only the way I

misspelled from on my earliest envelopes of notes to the family.

The patterns of letters were the real way words were done. But

spelling was really a lesson in form, only one pattern of the many
human patterns, only one language.

When I was a child my mother and uncles performed in their

Gord Family Orchestra, a dance band for Scandinavian music. I

watched my uncles on accordian and banjo and drums and my
mother on piano, heard the feet of the dancers stamp on the floor
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at the end of the schottische. A holiday dance for the Scandina-

vian brotherhood they belonged to, or one of their songfests, or a

family wedding — there was always a holiday. There was always

a holiday at my grandmother's house, where the kitchen window
looked down at the bay — Thanksgiving. Christmas. Or Sunday.

Or weekday afternoons when cranes moved among piles of

boards at Dickman's Mill below us, the boards like sugar wafers

on Grandmother's cookie plate. Machinery noises, then the

whistle as the train passed. These high holidays structured a cal-

endar of expectation for me. There were always other children.

My sister, my cousins.

The calendar's most important holiday was the day school began.

Those first days were very warm and the sky brilliant blue out-

side the panes crossed by cream-colored framework. One day a

new boy came to meet our kindergarten class as we sat in the

large window seat filled with sun. He met us by feeling our faces

because he could not see. He would be in our school in the fall,

and when 1 sat near him that fall I saw technology — his Braille

typewriter and cream-colored Braille sheets. At six I learned he

could use technology to transcend, that technology was wonder-

ful. But more than that, this meeting told me that I could see.

The holidays always to come — those were my first lessons in

form.

TEACHING FORM

Grown up, we continue good lessons. One lesson is meeting our-

selves again in other new children. The poet Daniel Halpern

looks from a window to the beach and wants to advise the child

there:

When you think too much about all there is

you begin to lose what you have.

"Child Running"

The child cannot hear him and is listening to something Halpern

cannot hear.
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In 1985 it snowed for two weeks and the house where I lived was

covered with icicles — icicles like the teeth of a monster or Sche-

herezade's swords hanging from the tin roof outside the kitchen

door. I asked some children who were marching the neighbor-

hood with a shovel to clear the back steps — after I paid them the

oldest boy seized one icicle sword and brandished it away with

him, flourishing it happily, as I stood diminished and surprised. In

the summertime a hummock of earth a block away was covered

with daisies, bachelor buttons, cosmos. Once children had run

through it, crushed parts of the flowering just to spend a mo-
ment in daisies higher than their heads. I had looked forward to

their daisies. But these lessons in meeting children's creative

urges give us back something that was our own when we were

children.

TRANSFORMATION

We feel that surge to form as poets:

And I can't get rid . . .

Of the urge to impose a form on what I don't understand.

Or that which I have to transform because it's too grim

as it is.

Carolyn Kizer, "Singing Aloud"

I ride the bus in Pierce County and often encounter the mentally
ill. Western State Hospital is in Pierce County and most of those
discharged remain there. One day I came out of the rain while
waiting for a bus to spend a couple of minutes inside the dry
drugstore. "Are the kids bothering you?" asked the clerk. "I don't
have any kids, I answered. But I knew she meant the mental
patients waiting for the bus. These are not kids; to call them kids
is to refuse to acknowledge them, to call back an image of the
Bethlehem Hospital that brought the word "bedlam" to our lan-

guage. The image does not acknowledge that the purpose of care
is improvement. These are not children, but adults whose mental
hell and traumatic real experiences could happen to anyone. Ac-
cording to Richard Warner in Psychology Today

, many symptoms of
schizophrenia may be the common psychological effects of long-
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term unemployment. The schizophrenic rate rises and falls as the

job market falls and rises; the schizophrenic who recovers is the

one who finds a job. By working the person transforms the life.

In a way the word "Kids" comes close to being correct — like

children, all adults need to form and transform.

One day I rode home from Seattle from visiting a friend and I

listened to a rider talking. The ride was not dismal; her words

transposed the ride, took it up a few notes into another key. Her

face had a scrubbed look. Her child looked like an angel. She was

explaining things to the other young mother, not as though she

needed to be understood, but as though her life were beautiful.

But what was the beauty about? Housework for her sister once a

month? The Bumbershoot Arts Festival crowd and her boy-

friend's band there? Or her kind intonation of helicopter for her

son, his hands on the bus window? The helicopter rose heavy

above a smoky industry. But she had transformed a sister's

housework, an Arts Festival, a rock band, and a helicopter.

In spring we see black branches transformed to a flowering fruit

tree. It seems like magic. But most transformations are subtler,

are transpositions or variations, just enough to entertain the

senses, not so much that form is completely altered.

TO FORGET FORM

Last year I saw the world take on new form — a form that was a

kind of formlessness. The world was delayed, then sudden —
unpredictable, filled with barricades and messages left for others

that I could not ignore; these confused me. Much information

bore no resemblance to the truth, much true information was

not about the topic that interested me. The old world was unfa-

miliar and inappropriate. The world was too loud, too dangerous,

too heavy — it weighed a ton and a half. Noise screamed past

ignoring me. The news was of hard times, violence. Sirens,

alarms alerting me that once again dreadful things had happened

I could never know the truth about. No word for it.
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I may be describing a world turned incoherent as an essay, for

Composition is incoherent when all the information is old infor-

mation. For coherence Composition recommends a mixture of

the old and new.

I may be describing grief. For at the time my god-mother had

died. My mother was very ill. I worried, but worked hard because

I was of a mind to work hard.

I may be describing a world of mixed feelings, for while this form-

less world repelled so, it still had my attention.

I may be describing a world without enough money, a world of

financial insecurity, for I was using food stamps, not for the first

time, and its uncertainties alarmed me.

I may be describing the world Benjamin Peret views as a world of

unthinking activity. His alternative is to dream and to meditate.

To never separate day and night.

But I think I am describing a feeling: I am at the park, waiting for

the runner with the torch:

... I say it is like

a cover from an old

Saturday Evening Post by

Norman Rockwell — the blue

sky roped by stars and stripes,

the old brick restaurant,

the green canopy over us,

the old people in hats and mesh
chairs. After some serious

waiting, a number
of false here they ares,

the children release

their balloons as rehearsed,

and from back of the crowd
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I see the runner dimly,

and clearly above him the torch.

He tells me each

keeps the torch he ran with.

And we walk and wheel

back to the ducks.

Where the shadows of a willow

reflect, he tells me
I'd become an alcoholic

if I had a glass like that

to drink from.

Laura Jensen, “Possessions"

A traditional scene and an ambiguous comment on it. The words
mean that the little scene will not be enough. The words sound

disillusioned. I think I am describing disillusion — in which we
forget form.

FALSE FORM

For Plato, the teachers of false forms were the Sophists. They

created illusions and led Greek youths into false beliefs. Should

we believe a false thing, to be disillusioned is a great Truth. These

Sophists could be recognized in three ways — they treated the

student as prey, they used a method of argument that was con-

tentious, and they performed their teachings strictly on a mone-

tary basis.

My mother had a money box with a coin till under the lid. She

counted bills and coins at the kitchen table, did addition and sub-

traction. The money had to last. But there was a savings account

for college, so there was hope. The first time I bought clothing

for myself, a sweater, when I was very young, I knew I could buy

the sale sweater and bring home something from the larger bill

my mother had given me. In high school I worked at the public

library twenty hours a week for two years and had the privilege

of saving every check for college. I learned that everything costs
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money. But there was a savings account for college, so there was

hope.

I think a world where there must be a money box is an illusion

only if our thoughts dwell only on the money box.

FORMULATION

Poetry is our lesson in poetry.

That mind forming has an accuracy in view. Accuracy is a word

with mundane connotations — typing class, measuring cups in

kitchens. But our accuracy is not an accuracy to a model or a

recipe, our accuracy is a future accuracy, an accuracy of what has

not yet been. It is an accuracy of vision, an account of now, an

account of a memory or a vision, an account of a dream, of a

fiction totally imagined, described, accurately and exactly to our

best ability beyond misstatement, beyond misshaping any shape

in our Idea. In our practice as poets, to be Inaccurate becomes a

real Lie. All our attention is on the page. We cannot account for

the hours spent — we have only the page. A radar screen watcher

works a high vigilance profession. Our attention is so intense

that it is a vigilance too.

Some of us find that what we hear must be in accord with our

vision. We can become very critical of life. Matthew Arnold

wrote that poetry is a criticism of life. So to refrain from turning

to the page can be a real Lie. I think poets become critics because

to allow misunderstanding about that important matter at hand,

a poem, would be a real Lie.

But we know it is a lie to brow-beat with truths beyond our lis-

teners' endurance. A lie to betray their willingness to attend. To
be unceasingly accurate until their illusions vanish is a lie, for

cruelty is a lie about mercy. Hence the minimalist less is more.
Hence a merciful several stanzas are often more memorable than
a cruel several hundred pages. Hence our devotion to poetry as
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the truest language art of all. Willa Cather reportedly said that

the real secret of form is to know what is not necessary, to know
what to leave out.

To the writer the word form has mostly to do with the verb to form .

And that has to do with the hand and page and eye.

PLATO'S FORMS

Plato and other philosophers contemplate the Idea. In daily life

people deal with things, imperfect realizations of the Idea. Shel-

ley, mourning the death of Keats, writes:

The One remains, the many change and pass;

Heaven's light forever shines, Earth's shadows fly;

Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass.

Stains the white radiance of Eternity,

Until Death tramples it to fragments. — Die,

If thou wouldst be with that which thou dost seek!

Follow where all is fled! — Rome's azure sky,

Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words, are weak

The glory they transfuse with fitting truth to speak.

In the autumn I was reading Francis Cornford's translation of

Plato and found the words from Shelley chosen for illustration.

Artists are also concerned with the Idea. Artists make things ap-

pear to represent Ideas with no existence in the particular room.

When I talked to a friend, Dan Blachly, he told me he was waiting

for his trial. Others had pleaded guilty and been excused, but he

and another had not hesitated. They had pleaded not guilty to

jumping the fence at Fort Lewis when they came there to distrib-

ute their fliers. Because of their plea they could state their politi-

cal case in court, and did state their case. They were fined five

hundred dollars, not a small amount for a jazz piano player who

also does moving andhaulingwitha battered truck. But they did

not hesitate and made their point. If in responding to events, we
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do not hesitate, we create an activist. If in responding to the

empty page, we do not hesitate, we create a writer. In what we do

not hesitate to do, we create a pattern, a form for our lives. The

activists stayed on my mind.

I looked up and saw an extra sky. I saw Shelley's domed sky sing-

ing the theory of forms, the theory of ideas. What I saw surprised

me. I saw a panel of sky that is total disarmament. It showed the

nuclear complex as an illusion waved before us by Sophists.

Meaningless activity exhausts us into acceptance of what exists

as a truth. But is not something that can destroy us not true, but

false? I was born in 1948. For the first time in my life I looked up

at sky and saw total disarmament. I had never seen that before.
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James Galvin

TIME OPTICS

Where the ditch vaults the river.

Where the wooden flume weeps over.

Paying the way,

Where its veil makes a thin distance

And has no critics but wind in willowshade.

My love and I lay down
In seventeen kinds of native grasses.

We took our time.

Some wasps were building

A Japanese lantern in the branches.

The wooden flume kept weeping into the river.

Chilly ditchwater.

Don't worry, little wasps, wooden flume.

I'll be alright gone.
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TRAPPER'S CABIN

Green fire burning the snow is just the woods in time lapse,

the way God sees them.

Beavers make mirrors out of freshets.

stob the mountain's bleeders.

All a beaver wants out of life

is a burglar alarm made from still water, and a sense of been

and going when he goes.

Grass chokes down.

The dead ponds are

living meadows that start to bleed again.

In the middle of the

meadow a man fashioned a shelter of trees and mud, log ends

axed off sharp, the way the beavers leave them.

He set his traps

and tried to live awhile, enough.

Many years after he was done

(I was alive by then) three old ladies, strangers, drove up in

a yellow car, a Hudson, and cleaned the place out — bent chairs,

blue enamel washbasins, medicine bottles blued by sun.

Then the

roof fell in.

Then beavers dammed the creek again.

Imagine the

log shack weathered silver in the middle of the silver pond —
not on an island, mind you, right on the water, floorboards

barely clear.

Where someone lived and doesn't.

a king, this would be his castle.

If beavers had

In time lapse, the way God
sees things, it would look like everything — water, grass, house,

water — succeeded out of the ground to be held unharmed in cold,

green flame.

The man whose life awhile this was appears as a

dull aura the cabin has at first, like an electron cloud, that

dully glows and dims.
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THE HEART

A stumblebum in scree.

A hummingbird with internal bleeding.

A desert windmill churning out

Its painful water.

Gurgling like, like , like.

This must be the pursuit of happiness.

Which is no one's right.

A game the heart plays hurting.

A butterfly with sore feet.

The windowstunned bird willing

To batter itself further

For its birthright the air.

Someone reciting an original poem

With his throat cut.
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Susan Prospere

DESPAIR

To you I said, can you show me

the way we should go

together. And you told me

of the indigo buntings, turned loose

in the planetarium, navigating

around Betelgeuse and Polaris,

according to the pattern of the heavens. Now,

to me, you say nothing. And so,

not knowing

I wonder when you walk in alone

under the dome of the operating theater

to float the Swan,

what guides you?

You stood over me
at the hospital after my car

was demolished

on the driver's side,

and the emergency equipment arrived,

the jaws of life and the ambulance.

You said it was not Fate, but I,

who turned the wheel

into the intersection.

And when I asked you what is the fluttering

inside my organs, you said

it was only me and my ravening wonder. You told me
the rings on my hands

had severed the tendons. You never understood

why I wore them,

the pearls and garnets and gold

encircling my fingers

that now lie useless. In the first X-ray photograph

of the hand of the wife of Wilhelm Roentgen,

the dark shadows on the film

cast by the denser structures
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show a ring she wore. Could she not bear,

even for that moment,

to have nothing to hold her?

Where are my rings? Where in the darkness

are you who rose over me? Where

are the Verities

stripped down like virgins?

Oh, bird, ring, fire in the eye,

we have no answer.
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Reg Saner

FOREST FIRE

Black wind teaching your clothes how to fly.

Then as if birds catching a thermal

where the burning tree fell

red eddies swirl up, spiral

out of the ground like dreamers in flight

for one long moment

before dimming to ash fine as time

that falls and keeps falling, through all

the most fragrant leaves of the calendar.
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THE NEUTRINOS

I.

Past scuffed pines leaking gum
husky and fragrant, far up as battered stone goes

that hasn't been sold or improved, my slow climb

widens a sky whose photons keep striking Earth

their first and last time.

At the posthole of somebody's bootprint

where grey, long-winged gnats torpid with chill

have sprinkled themselves like eraser rubbings

over deep snow, I pause:

hear my own heart laundering blood,

and hear wind. But the wind isn't alive,

only lonesome. I listen further. The valley below.

Its forest that never stops breathing.

II.

Already my view is horizon — granite's torn line

of crests and blue thresholds receding

till its thinnest, most radiant edge

feels like going away. Feels like a far sound,

then its echo. And then

the stratosphere's frozen azure,

all blue frost and fire. And then

the high places of nowhere.
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III.

Behind me the drop-off is one open pitch,

Arapahoe Glacier. I devour an apple, fat red,

drink the light's icy gold. How pure,

how unalloyed those immortals the neutrinos might feel

if they could: unslowed, unwearied, unstayed

by the heaviest substance or touch,

arrested by nothing.

At what age does a boy first discover

this world he's been born to

incessantly empties

of all but itself? And how old

does he grow in that moment?

IV.

An hour or so, ephemeral ranges will blur

and dim at precisely the pace

earliest stars burn away twilight

over forests that blacken —

though as one of the sun's

more reasonable phototropisms

I'll have tracked the last snowfield

and be far down this mountain, leaving

bootprints that believed in themselves
to brighten, then secretly fill

with the moon's unwitnessed arrival.
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WAITING OUT RAIN, SHELTERED BY OVERHANG

I.

Fascinated by rains of empty joy

that slowly instructed broken river-thrones

to invest sun and moon
in the throat of a sparrowhawk,

I enter somnolent cumulus

rifted with cobalt, and fall half a mile

without harm. Then Hiamovi, Red Peak, Thatchtop

re-emerge from my breath: each summit, a vapor.

II.

Glum as self-knowledge a lone magpie puffs up

under spruce bough, shudders, then sorts itself

back into wet feathers. Mists collapse all around me
like vast bergs crashing and grinding

slower than running in dreams,

a thousand feet down. As if dismayed

an elk out of sight gives off a hurt bellow

old as the animals first discovering mankind

no longer one of them.

III.

Is any design softer spoken than fog

deciding what next to do with us?

At the back of its mind, evergreen ancients

leave and arrive. Mt. Watanga looms, distorts,

and dies where cloud drifts with a motion

quiet as the moon
crossing an unlidded eye, or mountains

too brief to believe in.
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Now, amid rain's vacant sizzle on granite

and pools on a slab winking back at me,

if I steal the world's power

not to be my own body

no hush fills with more wilderness

than an eardrum, listening for itself

inside a life that once was, and still is.
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Lynne McMahon

AUBADE

It's in that space before waking, that fraction

when your ghost-self anticipates the signal,

the whirr which is the morning symphony shunting

to FM in the AM Headline News; that border instant

when you know you're about to exit the trance

and glad of it — the chambers of the drowned receding,

salting over in the day's light, though preserved,

you know, for the next plummet down the sinkhole of sleep —

that the snatches of old hymns surface, reconstructed,

cobbled together so Abide With Me slides into Faith

Of Our Fathers, and the singer wrapped around them

is your grandmother in duet with Tina Turner.

And it's not ludicrous. It's the affirmation of what

you've long suspected: that the dead take up the pleasures

of the day, and bring the famous into your room

to cross you over. So all morning long your work

is infused with the holy. And the kisses you bestow

on your husband and child are the wide-open soul

kisses of your sweaty past which they, astonished,

and with glad cries, return.
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OF SERIOUS CONVERSATION

— what's left to be said?

That it was a way to leave the party

and find our way past the drunken cars

floating down the street. Or it was

the tongue suggesting itself to the ear,

the pocket of night inviting the hand in,

and yes it's good to delay the moment

of flesh for the moment of ideas, especially

under this moon starved of light and

thinned into infinity because we want it

that way — a vast bath of pathos draining

over the backyard's sorrowing frogs.

Oh it's good to be done with self-improvement,

to let the mind and body inch back

to flannel. Inside, Flaubert is dozing

and the Russians — who would rave if we'd

let them — have split from their Livres

des Poches and it's good to ignore them,

good to be outside researching the quiddity

of good, splitting the hair of distinction

finer and finer until it is that starveling

darkling hooked up in the tree.
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Marianne Boruch

THE WINDOW

The man has finally hanged himself and rejoiced

sitting down on the bed afterward

saying kindly: little bed, you're still here.

So the philosophers are wrong, he thinks,

everything's here. I am just as I was.

He takes off his glasses to clean them. Outside

a woman is selling fish. Dead

or alive, he shrugs, she'll always

be a fishwife. He shudders at the stench,

those fish flashing up

their sour nobility.

In his long johns, he is frailer

more beautiful than before, both the man

on the bed, and the man
hanging near the window, blue

on such a day. He recalls falling

into the soft looped rope

and something thickens, a kind of web

around his heart

for passing afternoons. Good god, sadness,

as if this were the opera, he alone

on stage noticing

the unspeakable designs.

Everything's here, just as it was.

And the man on the bed rises

to the window, perhaps

to acknowledge something

over the fishwife, over her

rotting luminous cart, but no, not

to reconsider.
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A DECK OF CARDS THROWN TO WIND

The treehouse was my heart

and the flung cards children tore and left

my levitation. It was neither wind

nor joy. It was more

my sorrow which held them high

and made them swim midair.

I watched them

from the porch, blank

with that little endless afternoon

which took years

to get through, childhood, and the backyard

rich in trees. But beyond, the stunted crabappl

violent, taking aim.

When I passed my neighbor's barn today

there was one bale

suspended, creaking only a little

as it swayed and burned

a shadow of itself on the slow cold floor.

It pinned my eye, and I stood

like a kid, released

into the cruelty of things.



THE FOX

Someone was kind and poisoned the fox,

a bright hour for setting out the flag

to warn, saying sweetly, here fox

here. O cloud,

inviting darkness

to the moon. I stopped the car

and wandered in that wood
an hour, to another life

a fox bloated

and no longer a fox

but a window in that room

years ago, where ashtrays

never emptied, where you smiled and shrugged,

where neither of us knew enough

to tell the truth. Sweet poison

in those years was sweet enough

to linger on and on.

We invited darkness

there. You said, clouds

cover the moon too much.

A man set a red flag against the tree

not a mile from that window.

We didn't know yet

what such flags mean. We said

how pretty against those leaves.
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Dennis Schmitz

GORKY STREET: SYNTAX AND CONTEXT

“Writing was in its origin the voice of an absent person/'

Freud says somewhere — where I can't recall — it's one of my

notebook jottings. I don't remember even when I put down the

note. I'm taking up Freud's voice by quoting — do I have the tonal

flexibility? Whose voice was his voice? Is “voice" actually "voice-

over/' a device of documentary? Isn't that the kind of recording

Freud is implying? “As soon as/

1

speak, 1/ speaks," Robert Cree-

ley says in his poem “The Pattern." “It / wants to/ be free but

/

impassive lies / in the direction/ of its / words. . .

."

Voice is a way of saying things; it is not a container, nor the

thing contained, but the way contained is poured out. What I'm

talking about is not diction or tone; what I want to talk about

when I say “voice" is a complex of compositional usages which

would include the syntactical strategies particular to an individ-

ual poet. I'm assuming that in its development a poem wants to

clarify, that later drafts individualize, that the writer gets to his

or her end, finds the poem, in the process of generating sen-

tences, following his or her own rhetorical cues, a process of at-

tribution unique to that writer. A mature writer has a "voice," a

“child" has another's manner, or merely makes comment sen-

tences — the way W. H. Auden remarks that an adult has a face,

but a child makes faces.

A mature writer, of course, writes in response, as writing is a

sort of conversation with what one is considering. It is an organic

process, accumulating in response — the way nature is said to

work in making an organism part of an environment, testing for

the specifics so that in a sense the worked-out organs, receptors

or what have you, are part of the thing they are responding to.

Words tend toward language; language moves and analogically

arranges what it handles, conveying as it relates properties.

Insofar as I write poetry, I am a poet of fragments, of begin-

nings. This is to apologize for a process probably not much dif-

ferent from anyone else's practice. I start with words, working

toward sentences; if I have sentences too early in the process, I

know that I am using someone else's words. I began by loving the
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cumulative sentence, though I didn't know it at the time. I con-

tinue to work into poems the same way. It's the only way I know
to talk, which is to say, the only way I know to find context.

Recently I read Gabon's Walk, a study of heuristics by Duke
University psychologist Herbert Crovitz. The title derives from

an essay called "Psychometric Experiments" in which Francis

Galton, the Victorian scientist and theorist of eugenics, sug-

gested a model for gaining access to the contents of memory
based on his experiment of associating event-images with places

in a repeated walk back and forth along Pall Mall. Crovitz used

this suggestion to speculate about how consciousness is orga-

nized, and he proposes the use of algorithms or method models in

creative problem-solving, implying that the algorithms are

merely concrete examples of what the mind already does in an

unself-conscious and inefficient manner.

Early in the book, Crovitz gives the example of the mnemon-

ist Vygotsky, quoting Russian research psychologist A.R. Luria

on Vygotsky's testing at Moscow University. Vygotsky was for-

merly a reporter; he annoyed his editor by never taking notes but

always remembering facts nonetheless. Vygotsky used a process

similar to the one Galton chanced to discover, "Transforming

material to be remembered into images, and attaching the images

to locations on an accessible map ..." which allowed "the re-

call of a great deal of information, in any sequence required — for

sequence had become transformed into locations on the mental

map of the street." On Vygotsky's Gorky Street algorithm, one

may "memorize" a shopping list by associating images of the

items on the list with locations of the oculist, the florist, the jail,

newsstand and so forth. The Gorky Street map was Vygotsky s

frame as several experiments continued, tying stimuli to re-

sponses, always in the same way. The methodical assignment of

visual images: Vygotsky might note caviar on the shopping list

for the"plumber" location by "picturing a plumber removing cav-

iar from a fish by suction using a small plumber s helper. Vivid

enough? Surrealistic? Popularizers of mnemonics have recom-

mended similar systems.

In talking about "voice," aren't we talking about thought
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processes; in talking about thought processes aren't we talking

about ways to acquire language? Like the Gorky Street model of

Vygotsky or the relational algorithms that Crovitz later pro-

poses to interrupt and direct the recurrence of content in the

levels of consciousness, doesn't a poet have a syntactic-rhythmic

model for sorting the contents of memory and the input of the

physical world to make a poem in that poet's voice? William Staf-

ford has his way of working — he's talked about it many times

—sometimes, as with all poets, he seems to be writing the same

poem over and over, and each stanza has the same development

mode as the other. That's because the syntactic model is always

the same. Mark Strand is another example. One of the delights of

Sandra McPherson's poems is how she finds the way to the sen-

tence.

W. D. Snodgrass, in discussing his poem "Old Apple Trees"

for the anthology Singular Voices, analyzes the first lines of Whit-

man's "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" to show how
Whitman "uses a sort of theme-and-variations device in building

the rhythmic structure of a poem. Often, in his first line, he

states a rhythm, repeating it with slight variation for the second

half. The poem, then, is built upon this twice-stated rhythm,
playing with it, lengthening, stress-loading, altering, sophisticat-

ing it. The resultant structure of rhythms is that poem's music,

intimately involved with its structures of imagery and rhetoric."

The third edition of Leaves of Grass has the poem beginning "Out of

the rock'd cradle . . . seven years later. Whitman wrote, then
rejected, the line as we know it, and published it four years later

that way.

I didn t hear Robert Greeley's method until I heard Greeley

about twenty-five years ago. Robert Hass, in his essay on The
Collected Poems of Robert Greeley, 1945-1975, suggests Creeley read
William Carlos Williams the way we read Creeley, if we know
what he's about. The syncopation of rhythm that comes when
you end-stop each line against whatever the development of the
sentence is is the development of the sentence, the unit of mean-
ing. The hesitation of articulation is the perception.

Every writer has his or her own system or Gorky Street, a
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syntactic frame, for having access to levels of consciousness. His

or her task is to generate a set of possibles and recognize (discrim-

inate) within the set. The contents of memory are turned over,

considered or ordered, by visualization — showing oneself the

possible orders, by sequencing or addition (making sentences),

and by valuation or verification, which is a concomitant process.

I can work out procedures of syntactic combining, but at

what point are word combinations invested with meaning, at

what point is poetic choice exercised so that the text simultane-

ously has poetic meaning — that is the insight and the music

derived from the insight's form, producing not only understand-

ing and passion as a hearer's reaction, but seeming to have feeling

inherent in the text itself? Word by word is a problematic process

sometimes; by not writing for the sake of an ending, one becomes

a composer of musical passages, a dead-ended Bach, a poet of

ellipses. How to get farther on Gorky Street, to establish se-

quence?

II

Later in Gabon's Walk Crovitz seems to be saying "trust the

process," or perhaps "concentrate only on the process," when he

cites some of the problem-solving models of Karl Dunker. He

notes that the "switching of relational-filters is hard for problem-

solvers to do naturally." Relational-filters are like the glass of the

glass-barrier-between-the-chicken-and-the-corn experiment, he

says. In the poet's case, a relational-filter would be the habit of

appraisal which prevents the next step in sequencing, the next

rhetorical move which results from developing a term, another

attribution. In problem-solving, the wit (which really means the

radical innocence to see afresh, the credulity) to recognize the

solution in a list of possibles advances the process beyond what

Crovitz calls "functional fixedness."

Dunker proposes a series of problems to be solved using a

model consisting of a sequence of elementary sentences which

exhaust the possible relations of term to term, forming a set, a

relational-algorithm. For example, Dunker posits an inoperable
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stomach tumor and rays which destroy organic tissue at a certain

intensity— how do you determine a procedure which can use the

rays to destroy the tumor but not harm the surrounding tissue?

Dunker gives two sets. Here is a selection from the “Take-Two-

Rays List of Possibilities":

Take a ray about a ray.

Take a ray across a ray.

Take a ray after a ray.

Take a ray against a ray.

Take a ray among a ray . . . & so forth.

The other set, "The Body-Ray List of Possibilities," is sim-

ilarly designed. There are solutions in each set. Either "The ray

across a ray" (the rays intersect at the tumor; neither ray is

strong enough to harm surrounding tissue, but together they

can destroy the tumor) works, or "Take a body around a ray"

works (the body is rotated with the tumor at the center of rota-

tion getting the cumulative effects of the ray).

The Dunker sets oddly resemble early draft workings of

lines for a poem (a Hugo Ball Dadaist construct?), or the sentence

kernels of a sentence combining exercise from generative rhet-

oric. "Concentrate only on the process" is often a writer's advice

to himself or herself when the poem is blocked. You believe in

your usual manner enough to carry on the process of attribution

— a trip around Gorky Street.

Ill

Memory algorithms and relational algorithms are ways of

talking about stages in composition in which a poet listens for

and develops the sentence patterning of the words that associate

meaning. Algorithms assume initial reference; in writing, you
begin with nothing but edge into the familiar as words accumu-
late and patterning begins to carry narrative progression. The
metrical format of the sonnet suggests a common algorithm, but

all of the blanks have to be filled. The heroic couplet suggests the
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way Pope's head worked. But these are generic patterns until

they carry the rhetorical signatures of the poets at work. Of
course, you have to have words before you can use the ways to

organize them. Crovitz says that when you have theories or

models, you have answers and then must find the questions.

Crovitz says that "consciousness has the features of a ple-

num; that it may be entirely full of its contents . . .

" therefore

"all movement in consciousness may be cyclic." Where you are in

the cycle is somehow determined by how you enter it. Things

change in juxtaposition to one another — the familiar reveals

new mystery as its setting modifies it. In a way, the practice of art

is the practice of "found" art, the discarded things taking implica-

tion only because of countering what they were, taking whole-

ness in relation to what they're with. In turn, they give whole-

ness to their settings by giving a principle of organization.

Picasso knew how to enter the cycle; the contents of his

dustbin became sculptures. "Baboon and Young" (1953) is in

bronze; the original was plaster with metal, ceramic and two toy

cars, one atop the other, for the baboon's head. The figure's eyes

are the windshield halves of the upper car; the joint between

bumpers of the inverted lower car and the upper car is the mouth

of the baboon. The constructions and collages Picasso did in the

first decade of the century (coinciding with his early cubist work)

used materials that had meaning in the original forms of the

things, like the newspaper cutouts, but the things changed in

context. Do throwaways take another life because they are

thrown away from what they were in a context of human use to

become human art? Look at the language of the poems in John

Ashbery's early book The Tennis Court Onth, for example.

I've suggested that sometimes the working method stimu-

lates narrative progression — the poet finds the next step of the

action by unrelenting use of the formal device (voice as instru-

ment). I'm talking about following the sentence, then the para-

graph-stanza, into a context of meaning. The process of writing

is a way of extending the senses; the report which you give to

other people is an organization of details which convey an im-

pression. I've talked about sorting the details how do you see
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wholes in the details? How to manage what the world presents,

or rather, how to slow yourself enough not to interfere?

You see by showing. My assumption is that all writing is

descriptive and that the development of expression is a version of

the kindergarten "show-and-tell." Another assumption is that

you can't say anything without first saying something. Keep say-

ing until you recognize where you are — writing is finding the

pattern, not making the pattern.

How do you see patterns, see wholes, except by matching

congruities? If you assume that the shape of a poem depends on a

dominant notion or scene, it's necessary to use subordination to

discover the pattern of details. You use subordination in shaping

sentences of meaning as well as in shaping the larger text. Con-

text needs an interaction of foreground and background, and the

purpose of background is "resonance." Poetry happens word by

word, as music happens note by note, but making music is not

merely "reading" music notation with the instrument. "It is a

most helpful discipline to be able to play all the notes with equal

value," says violinist Yehudi Menuhin, "but beyond that stage of

attainment, you have to shape the phrase. You have to know:

where the high point is, and where the phrase begins to wane:

which notes represent the continuity, and which are only embell-

ishments. . .

You see by showing. A good writer indicates what's most

important to look at. A good writer blocks off ways not to look. A
good writer shows how subordinated details modify what's im-

portant to look at. Context. If you've made only comment sen-

tences, you probably haven't heard your voice, haven't really fol-

lowed Gorky Street.

Another analogy, to movie-making, might help explain that

the process I'm outlining is not merely observation. Before D. W.
Griffith, in earliest film-making, a stationary camera, relent-

lessly grinding, recorded what was before it. Imagine the limita-

tions. Griffith started to combine shots — the tracking shot to

produce illusion of movement, the pan shot to indicate stationary

context, the shooting perspectives which indicate emphasis in a

frame like close-up, medium shot and long shot — these declare
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the principle of organization, giving us impression, telling us

how we should feel about things in their emotional context.

Griffith also did cross-cutting to show us that time and dis-

tance, events happening in different but related places, could be-

come emotional wholes. Then, look at the composition of the

frames; look at some of the stills from The Birth of a Nation and see

how an event happens because the people in the event attend to

it. At last, you have not merely filming but film-making. The

mature writer works with subordination of scenes, focus, tech-

nical devices of sound and patterning to control the speaker's

voice in a poem — all part of one's rhetorical self-cueing that is

the process of composition from the juxtaposing of words to the

symmetry in which musical phrasing and the apprehension of

the matter of the poem become the same thing.

Let us understand that what I've meant all along by "seeing"

is not what you do with physical eyes. And when you think about

it, what you do with your physical eyes is as selective as the pro-

cess you go through when you converse. You do indeed have an

attitude of listening, cocking the head to some people, moving

your hands with others, participating all the time in constructing

discursive sequence, breaking the whole into units, taking mean-

ings you have not prepared. The other person gives, and some-

times your anticipation jumps ahead in the sequence. If you are

comfortable, there is a whole-body response and counter-

response.

The "seeing" process is so selective and other-coordinated a

process that you do not even see when you see. In writing, visual-

ization replaces seeing, and memory becomes the organ of visual-

ization — it has a pupil to admit light; it responds to its own tonal

patterns. In a way, there are response and sequencing, which are

the ways one creates context. The thing is there, but you seem to

take both ends of the "conversation" of visualization. 1 have sug-

gested how memory is received. How does memory select? Why

will memory not look at certain things? As a writer, how do you

repress associations — cut off view lines — in order to get appro-

priate constructs?

Seeing is showing, showing to yourself first of all. Sequenc-
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ing, the making of sentences, is the organization of detail, attri-

buting to subjects or their modifiers qualities which bring mean-

ing into focus at the same time that it shows subordinate

relationships. The creation of a literal world out of which the

figurative emanates, two simultaneous worlds, the cliche of

science fiction, is the job of the writer. But a thing has to be itself

before it can be anything else: the basis of metaphor is the match-

ing of seeming incongruities in a figure-ground relationship, and

the ground is the literal, a context.
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ITALY: CARRARA #8

for Roger Vail

You want us to look until our eyes

carry us out this dark

80ft high hole beyond our friend Oliver

Jackson the painter, diminuated but blurred

into something still human
by the camera's need to slow light.

This photo's about marble so white

& dense that the eyes

catch fire with the friction

of looking until they burn out against

the quarry wall opposite

where light curdles to palest marble.

The waste rock scabbed off the sides

& sort of ceiling above us

is a mistake light made before marble

shone — the white it takes

200 million years to repel all color.

The other seven photos brought us this far:

past a test slope bulldozers scrape

creamy as a tooth — to look at machinery

I think is from a marble sawmill;

it's bulky in a hairdo of toothed cables.

The afterlight of such labor

coats everything — even the river
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Carrione that twitches

powdered marble like fleabane

from its dirty back.

What I learn to see is the black & white

gnostic terms by which a camera sees

each object has integral light,

each thing its own dawn

the eye wants to absorb as much as the camera

does, admitting light

is what things are, & darkness

is only the eye's physiological weakness.
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HARNESS

26 yrs married luckily

each to the other's eros, you & I,

but our friends who married

only for context

or for patience with a sexual prey,

find desire an irresolute

prayer that weeps for itself.

Not a Lamia, not small Keats' lack

by which she was made hungry for men —

even a woman who loved women,

the '20s painter Romaine Brooks,

drew humans in disciplinary blacks

evolving out of animals

in the lower parts of their clothes.

Each seems open to the trespass — •

they're like the thieves in Dante's hell

who forever change

from humans to beasts to humans they've affixed

themselves to because they have

no sense of self.

Does one give up to fury for love

equal to it & go lost

into somewhere black

as the IRT station, led by the other's surrender

like the woman we once saw guiding

her blind husband by clinging to a harness
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of canvas she probably made,

in tandem going down the subway stairs,

steering him around dogshit trampled

into incipience,

the loose floor tiles,

the dangers she must become impetuous for

just barely before the uptown train rockets

to them, the wife slaps

down his endangered arm.



THE GRAND EGRESS

was Barnum's way to stir

believers, usher them out before they gave way
facing the wolf-faced boy

along the clogged path to the next tent,

their dimes already gone & the boy growling

what could be words.

TO THE GRAND EGRESS Barnum's sign with an arrow

said, as though some fresh

atrocity, on its haunches, waited.

So believers left the boy's world before grief

at the differences between them

overcame joy at their likeness.

My brother's joy was to guide me

past dangers, the detours child-logic

cuts through fences

the long way to school, Iowa snow painting out

unpaved walks, even the ERIE RAILROAD & SOO LINE

escutcheons on the boxcar sides

of the 75-car freights stopped as far as

our wheel-level eyes could look,

& snow melting on the still-hot tracks.

Trains could be on the spur

past the class-bell sometimes, past our short legs'

strength, wavering, as Joseph Campbell says,

before the absolute.

Religions, he goes on, make the way to dying

grand as Barnum's exit come-on

so that no one would linger here
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loving the animal, capitulating.

Gerry & I blocked by a long freight,

breath-beards condensing on our mufflers.

Stooping, we saw snow on that side

as on this, & old footprints.

Dirty ice solid on the couplings

& behind the wheels, hanging,

studded with gravel & cinders the wheels threw.

It won't move, Gerry said, scrambling under,

dropping a book, picking it up.

From the other side, he leaned & looked

under at me, not saying.

Hell, I wanted to go under —
for him not for me — I wanted that joy

he had.
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POETRY 1987: THREE REVIEW-ESSAYS

ALL OVER AGAIN

The Book of Job, translated and with an introduction by Stephen
Mitchell (North Point, 1987)

Tomas Transhomer, Selected Poems 1954-1986, edited by Robert
Hass (Ecco, 1987)

It's one thing for a translator to take on the task of updating,

or reviving, or reinvestigating a great writer, or a great work
from the past because, say, existing translations seem old-fash-

ioned, or otherwise out-of-synch with contemporary adjust-

ments in our own language — and here I'm thinking of the chal-

lenges all sorts of writers and works present, from Thomas
Mann to The Divine Comedy. (Isn't it about time to try to improve

on H. T. Lowe-Porter's achievement and release Mann from the

slightly stuffy, often over as well as understated lines of thought;

and what if we turned a major American poet like Charles Wright

loose on the Comedy ?)

It's altogether a different sort of task the contemporary

translator faces in approaching, with fresh understanding, some-

thing like the Bible, known to so many in so many versions, and

complicated by the steady flow of new linguistic, anthropologi-

cal, and theological findings that seem likely to continue. One of

the better ideas of how to do so occurred to Martin Luther, who

was wise and politic enough to surround himself with experts of

many persuasions. As arguably the surest "poet" in his transla-

tion circle, harboring a vision of the nature and substance of the

sort of German language he wanted to foster his aims, Luther

understood that the "new" translation, for his epoch, had better

sound like an ordinary mother talking to her child in the street.

Stephen Mitchell's on a different course. Having earned a

solid reputation as an "eminent translator and scholar (the

jacket-blurb's claim is not excessive), with sober work on behalf

of Israeli poetry, and forays into Rilke country, where the air is
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quite thick, Mitchell, in this work, has already found huge favor

with people like W. S. Merwin, Robert Alter, Joel Conarroe, and

Erik H. Erikson, as interesting a cross-section of other tastes and

talents as one might assemble on this occasion (again, see jacket-

comments). For starters, the “textual and philological notes" ap-

pended show that Mitchell has spent considerable time with

some of the knottier instances in the Hebrew, and from what

little tracking Eve been able to manage, he seems to have been

careful at picking his way among the various readings and possi-

bilities. Certainly his willingness to include all sorts of important

old and even older versions — not just prefer one text, the Maso-

retic, say, over another (the Septuagint . . . )
— will gain him

much respect among all members of the community involved in

translating the Bible. In passing, Ed quickly like to mention,

thanks to a colleague's pointing its existence out to me. The Duke

Divinity School Review's spring 1979 issue (Vol. 44, Number 2),

which is entirely devoted to recent English versions of the Bible;

especially the essay by W. F. Stinespring is noteworthy for its

searching look at problems in translating Job.

Mitchell's introduction is rather breathtaking in its sweep

and scope. While perhaps claiming too much, especially in the

Kafka connections that seem a bit strained, and overlooking an

opportunity to stay with and within the work on its terms before

drawing large comparisons, he is nonetheless stimulating about

many matters, and mindful of such ancillary ramifications as

Blake's illustrations, and how they reflect the notion that "the

theme of this book is spiritual transformation." One can also be

happy with his reading of the meaning of Job's daughters' role,

though I think he reaches for pop conclusions such as, "There is

something enormously satisfying about this prominence of the

feminine at the end of Job. The whole yin side of humanity, deni-

grated in the figure of Job's wife, and in Job's great oath looked

upon as a seductive danger, has finally been acknowledged and

honored here."

But on to the translation itself. Upon much reading, reread-

ing, silently and aloud, and by others I asked to read portions back

to me, Mitchell's solutions, conditioned as they are by his own
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poetics, or his own schooled ear, don't seem worth all the fuss.

When compared to even a random selection of available transla-

tions, Mitchell's don't deserve what's been claimed on his behalf

by friendly critics. I especially take issue with this claim: "This is

the first time ever that the Hebrew verse of Job has been trans-

lated into verse in any language, ancient or modern" (more news
from the jacket). His statement in the notes about his strategy

reveals, I think I can show, another aspect of the "problems" the

work itself turns up: "In trying to make Job into a living poem, my
primary obligations have been to the spirit of the original and to

the rhythms of the English language. I have translated closely

when possible, freely when necessary; and have not hesitated to

improvise, on those few occasions when less drastic methods

seemed inadequate." Exactly, but I'm afraid it takes a terrific poet

to pull this all off, and Mitchell comes up very short in this crucial

area.

Two of the three translations I'll shortly be quoting from,

the Jewish Publication Society of America's translation, done by

committee, based solely on the Masoretic text, and published in

1982 (cited as JPS), and the American Bible Society's Revised Stand-

ard Version from 1952 (cited as ABS) can both be said, by any

stretch of the eye and ear, to offer verse translations, albeit in

different and differing structures from those Mitchell builds. Be-

fore looking at one particular passage of actual verse renderings

comparatively. I'd like to note in passing that the first, prose sec-

tion of Job in Mitchell's version seems a bit reductive and prone to

suffusion — thus, what is almost everywhere in other transla-

tions, "There was a man in the land of Uz . . .
," Mitchell makes,

"Once upon a time, in the land of Uz . . .

,"— enough to worry

us that we're going to be coddled.

Let's dive into one of the opening passages now, to clarify

Mitchell's "transletics." With a view to underscoring the dra-

matic nature of the poem, Mitchell subtitles all sections; and

three of these, "The First Round,' The Second Round, and

"The Third Round," give rise to thoughts of Jacob wrestling with

the angel, or MacLeish's play, /. B . , and seem, again, to hype mat-

ters. "The Curse" starts like this:
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FINALLY JOB CRIED OUT

God damn the day I was born

and the night that forced me from the womb.

On that day — let there be darkness;

let it never have been created;

let it sink back into the void.

Let chaos overpower it;

let black clouds overwhelm it;

let the sun be plucked from its sky.

Let oblivion overshadow it;

let the other days disown it;

let the aeons swallow it up.

On that night — let no child be born,

no mother cry out with joy.

Let sorcerers wake the Serpent

to blast it with eternal blight.

Let its last stars be extinguished;

let it wait in terror for daylight;

let its dawn never arrive.

For it did not shut the womb's doors

to shelter me from this sorrow.

Echoing the King James, The Scofield Reference Bible (1917; SRB),

which I am fond of, has:

After this opened Job his mouth, and cursed

his day

And Job spake, and said.
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Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the

night in which it was said. There is a man
child conceived.

Let that day be darkness; let not God regard

it from above, neither let the light shine

upon it.

Let darkness and the shadow of death stain it;

let a cloud dwell upon it; let the blackness

of the day terrify it.

As for that night, let darkness seize upon it;

let it not be joined unto the days of the year,

let it not come into the number of the months.

Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joyful

voice come therein.

Let them curse it that curse the day, who are

ready to raise up their mourning.

Let the stars of the twilight thereof be dark;

let it look for light but have none; neither

let it see the dawning of the day:

Because it shut not up the doors of my mother's

womb, nor hid sorrow from mine eyes.

Let's keep going. Here's the ABS version:

After this Job opened his mouth and cursed the

day of his birth.

And Job said:

Let the day perish wherein I was born
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and the night which said,

A man-child is conceived.

Let that day be darkness!

May God above not seek it,

nor light shine upon it.

Let gloom and deep darkness claim it.

Let clouds dwell upon it;

let the blackness of the day terrify it.

That night — let thick darkness seize it!

let it not rejoice among the days of the year,

let it not come into the number of the months.

Yea, let that night be barren;

let no joyful cry be heard in it.

Let those curse it who curse the day,

who are skilled to rouse up Leviathan.

Let the stars of its dawn be dark;

let it hope for light, but have none,

nor see the eyelids of the morning;

Because it did not shut the doors of my mother's womb;
nor hide trouble from my eyes.

Finally, here's the JPS version, based on extensive philological

findings emerging from the results of contemporary biblical

scholarship:

Afterward, job began to speak and cursed the

day of his birth.

Job spoke up and said:

Perish the day on which I was born
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and the night it was announced,

“A male has been conceived!"

May that day be darkness;

May God above have no concern for it;

May light not shine on it;

May darkness and deep gloom reclaim it;

May a pall lie over it;

May what blackens the day terrify it.

May obscurity carry off that night;

May it not be counted among the days of the year;

May it not appear in any of its months;

May that night be desolate;

May no sound of joy be heard in it;

May those who cast spells upon the day damn it.

Those prepared to disable Leviathan;

May its twilight stars remain dark;

May it hope for light and have none;

May it not see the glimmerings of the dawn —

Because it did not block my mother's womb.
And hide trouble from my eyes.

The picture we'd get, lining up other examples from these four

translations, would pretty much be identical to the one seen here,

so I'll risk making a few observations by way of characterizing

differences that would, I submit, mark Mitchell's work as a

whole.

"God damn the day I was born," in Mitchell's version, gets

the whole work off to a poor start and undermines his own un-

derstanding of the issues nicely articulated in the introduction

and notes. It reflects a real tendency throughout his translation

to go after an effect at the expense of ex- and implicit meaning.
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"And the night that forced me from the womb" ignores, it seems

to me, a crucial aspect: the night would seem to be speaking for

itself in all other versions consulted, taking its rightful place in

the "drama," a sort of everyone-and-everything-gets-to-talk

play — a voice saying, the night of Job's birth, "a male has been

conceived" (JPS). This poem is deeply centered on voice, and this

utterance sets up a prefiguring, stark contrast to the voice that

will later come from the whirlwind — so why ignore it alto-

gether, and force another meaning for, as far as I can tell, com-

pression's sake? "Let sorcerers wake the Serpent / to blast it with

eternal blight" and "to shelter me from this sorrow" give off

odors of alliteration which waft in and out of the whole book and

in English are much trickier to control than in Hebrew. They

echo the old English tradition, to be sure, but they also register as

the easy kind of effect novice writers are tempted by. Similarly,

phrases like "let it sink back into the void" and "let chaos over-

power it" come close to tired rhetoric; and "For it did not shut the

womb's doors" clunks along — "the womb's doors" seems espe-

cially "translated." In short, for my money, these and similar

trade-offs are unfortunate — there is a crisp linearity and a cer-

tain force to Mitchell's general ways with couplets and triplets.

However, I do miss the cadence, control and assonance of lines

like:

Let the stars of its dawn be dark;

let it hope for light but have none. (ABS)

Let me mention just one more aspect of Mitchell's work that,

perhaps more than any other, seems hard to fathom. While he
sometimes justifies reading a particular image the way he does
(nicely in the notes), quite often, in great contrast to the more
standard versions, he does not cite any reference as to why he
changes images entirely. Here's one example that can stand for

many: Mitchell reads, "They are snapped like bits of straw" for

what other versions render as, "If their tent-cord is plucked up"
(ABS), or Their cord is pulled up" (JPS), which suggest an en-
tirely different understanding of the original. If I'm right, in

these instances Mitchell seems to go for a more "contemporary"
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image (again, note the alliteration that he can't seem to avoid), as

if certain customs, or trappings, might not be accessible.

One hunch about where some of the "problems" I've noted
might stem from is that Mitchell may simply be reprinting an
earlier translation (Into the Whirlwind, Doubleday, 1979, seems to

be the same work). While I've not had a chance to check back. I'm

guessing that this is still that earlier work. It would also explain a

sort of mocking discrepancy between the introduction's depth

and wisdom (it is new, I believe), and the "results"of the transla-

tions themselves.

I am certain quite a few readers will appreciate the tautness,

the general snap and crackle Mitchell strives for. Perhaps it's

merely a matter of preferring one's own Bible, however we're

connected to it. I do want to conclude by stressing that one can be

appreciative of Mitchell's having taken on this huge project; how
else can new sounds and thoughts and meanings emerge from our

language? As a way of testing these waters myself, I recently put

a translation class to work on the 23rd Psalm, having provided

them with substantial background in the form of a marvelous,

deeply conceived sermon on the Psalm by a noted scholar-priest.

In the end, all 40 students threw up their hands; the King James

won by a landslide. I passed along the results to Russell Edson.

"King Jimmy's tough to beat," he replied.

I'm not sure the claim that Transtromer "has been translated

more regularly than any European poet of the postwar genera-

tion" (more jacket-blurb stuff) is accurate, but it really doesn't

matter. The point is, it's hard to see how we could have done

without such wonderful work. I don't know of any detractors; I do

know of many readers at large, poets or no, who never put him

away even as they put his books down.

Introductions don't always make huge differences, but 1

think Robert Hass as editor of this splendid "anthology" had

some sort of obligation to write something resembling one,

rather than the brief note he offers, if only to lend a hand with

the categorizing that many look to for help with understanding

contemporary poetry, not to mention future readers' interest in
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our sense of how such a poet fits into his time — why leave the

bulk of this work to academicians, if you're blessed as Hass is

with an intimate, probing essay-style? For now, Bly's trenchant

headnote will have to suffice ( Tomas Transtromer: Twenty Poems,

translated by Robert Bly, Seventies Press, 1970). Other editing

tasks associated with this sort of collecting Hass has handled ad-

mirably: we get a rich selection from most of Transtromer's ma-

jor translators, all the way from Bly to May Swenson, by way of

other competent workers like Joanna Bakier, Eric Sellin, Yvonne

Sandstroem, Robin Fulton, Samuel Charters, Gunnar Harding,

Frederic Will, John Deane, and Mallay Charters, in all sorts of

English from American to British to Scottish; we get all the major

collections about equally represented in comprehensive fashion;

we get a few fairly recent poems to keep things in perspective;

and we get a beautifully printed book, as we've come to expect

from Ecco. I especially applaud the decision to list the translators

in the contents, but not on each poem's page. Yes, translators

deserve more credit than they normally receive, but letting the

poems fall one after another allows us to read them as part of the

same large story, never mind the differences among the many
translators, some of which are considerable. In a way, the trans-

lations all merge and, resisting the temptation to flip back to see

who did what, I found myself in a different mood altogether read-

ing through the poems, as if listening to a choir whose voices

stand out on occasion, but serve the music as a whole.

It was Auden, I believe, who once said the best criticism is

simply lining up the right quotes, and I'd like to adopt that notion

by simply showing some of the best poems written in our time

with little comment to interfere. Here's the three-part poem, "Au-

tumn in the Skerries," from 7 7 Poems (1954), in May Swen-
son's straightforward translation:

STORM

Suddenly, out walking, he meets the giant

oak, like an ancient petrified elk, with

mile-wide crown in front of September's sea,

the dusk-green fortress.
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Storm from the north. When rowanberry
clusters ripen. Awake in the dark, he hears

constellations stamping in their stalls, high

over the oak tree.

EVENING-MORNING

The moon s mast has rotted and the sail shriveled.

A gull soars drunkenly over the sea.

The jetty's thick quadrangle is charred. Brush

bends low in the dusk.

Out on the doorstep. Daybreak slams and slams in

the sea's gray stone gateway, and the sun flashes

close to the world. Half-choked summer gods

fumble in sea mist.

OSTINATO

Under the buzzard's circling dot of stillness

the waves race roaring into the light,

chewing on their bridles of seaweed, snorting

froth across the shore.

The earth is blind in darkness where the bats

take bearings. The buzzard stops and becomes a star.

The waves race roaring forth and snort

froth across the shore.

Not bad for "early" work, I'd say. This is a narrator, and a poet,

who can give himself up to the natural world, see things, events,

and creatures on their own terms, speak for them. The perspec-

tives stretch readers and fill them up with worldness, and the

abrupt shifts, back and forth, up and down, inward and outward,

keep us turning as the world turns.

From Secrets On the Wny (1958), "Track," in Bly's perfectly

measured, settled, considerate diction shows some influence by
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way of the Expressionists — one thinks of Trakl especially. The

simple dread of a human's encounters with sickness becomes:

2 a.m.: moonlight. The train has stopped

out in a field. Far off sparks of light from a town,

flickering coldly on the horizon.

As when a man goes so deep into his dream

he will never remember that he was there

when he returns again to his room.

Or when a person goes so deep into a sickness

that his days all become some flickering sparks, a swarm,

feeble and cold on the horizon.

The train is entirely motionless.

2 o'clock: strong moonlight, few stars.

There's a wonderful balance here, as in a medieval German
"Gleichnis" poem, where inner and outer worlds converge and a

moment of stasis is induced from which we almost don't wish to

recover.

"After the Attack," also from Secrets On the Way, also in Bly's

careful treatment, shows among other things what a gifted psy-

chologist (which profession Transtromer has continued to prac-

tice, I understand) the poet is — someone to look and listen and

describe, on behalf of the boy, with absolutely no self-interest

involved:

The sick boy.

Locked in a vision

with tongue stiff as a horn.

He sits with his back towards the painting of a wheatfield.

The bandage around his jaw reminds one of an embalming.

His spectacles are thick as a diver's. Nothing has any answer
and is sudden as a telephone ringing in the night.
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But the painting there. It is a landscape that makes one feel

peaceful even though the wheat is a golden storm.
Blue, fiery blue sky and driving clouds. Beneath in the yellow
waves

some white shirts are sailing: threshers — they cast no
shadow.

At the far end of the field a man seems to be looking this way.
A broad hat leaves his face in shadow.

He seems to look at the dark shape in the room here, as

though to help.

Gradually the painting begins to stretch and open behind

the boy who is sick

and sunk in himself. It throws sparks and makes noise. Every

wheathead throws off light as if to wake him up!

The other man — in the wheat — makes a sign.

He has come nearer.

No one notices it.

We begin to see a flattening out of the line here that Transtromer

will use more and more to his advantage; it ultimately results in

his taking on the prose poem in new ways.

From the next major collection. The Half-Finished Heaven

(1962), which, like James Wright's The Branch Will Not Break,

brought the poet a sudden wave of new and interested readers

and established his reputation as a force in world poetry, here

are, one after another, three deceptively light pieces that in their

easy graceful ways manage to mask powerful political and social

undercurrents until they are upon us. The humor employed also

helps to bring on epiphanic "shakes" as we begin to realize what's

at stake:

LAMENTO

He put the pen down.

It lies there without moving.

It lies there without moving in empty space.

He put the pen down.
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So much that can neither be written nor kept inside!

His body is stiffened by something happening far away

though the curious overnight bag beats like a heart.

Outside, the late spring.

From the foliage a whistling — people or birds?

And the cherry trees in bloom pat the heavy trucks on

the way home.

Weeks go by.

Slowly night comes.

Moths settle down on the pane:

small pale telegrams from the world.

ALLEGRO

After a black day, I play Haydn,

and feel a little warmth in my hands.

The keys are ready. Kind hammers fall.

The sound is spirited, green, and full of silence.

The sound says that freedom exists

and someone pays no tax to Caesar.

I shove my hands in my haydnpockets

and act like a man who is calm about it all.

I raise my haydnflag. The signal is:

“We do not surrender. But want peace."

The music is a house of glass standing on a slope;

rocks are flying, rocks are rolling.

The rocks roll straight through the house

but every pane of glass is still whole.
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THE HALF-FINISHED HEAVEN

Despondency breaks off its course.

Anguish breaks off its course.

The vulture breaks off its flight.

The eager light streams out,

even the ghosts take a drink.

And our paintings see daylight,

our red beasts of the ice-age studios.

Everything begins to look around.

We walk in the sun in hundreds.

Each man is a half-open door

leading to a room for everyone.

The endless ground under us.

The water is shining among the trees.

The lake is a window into the earth.

In “Loneliness/' from Bells and Tracks (1966), in Robin Ful-

ton's unobtrusive version, Transtromer keeps things longer at

bay; escape is less possible. Here he ventures into narrative and

realistic texture more confidently, more fully, than previously.

The relation between the two parts is quite mysterious, with an

effect of a triple-take in the shift to the other, dream(?) landscape

in Part II. The ending sounds a sort of Biblical note of everything

and everyone merging, as if at the birth of something else again

being born.

I

One evening in February I came near to dying here.

The car skidded sideways on the ice, out

on the wrong side of the road. The approaching cars —
their lights — closed in.
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My name, my girls, my job

broke free and were left silently behind

further and further away. I was anonymous

like a boy in a playground surrounded by enemies.

The approaching traffic had huge lights.

They shone on me while I pulled at the wheel

in a transparent terror that floated like egg white.

The seconds grew — there was space in them —
they grew big as hospital buildings.

You could almost pause

and breathe out for a while

before being crushed.

Then something caught: a helping grain of sand

or a wonderful gust of wind. The car broke free

and scuttled smartly right over the road.

A post shot up and cracked — a sharp clang — it

flew away in the darkness.

Then — stillness. I sat back in my seat-belt

and saw someone coming through the whirling snow
to see what had become of me.

II

I have been walking for a long time

on the frozen Ostergotland fields.

I have not seen a single person.

In other parts of the world

there are people who are born, live and die

in a perpetual crowd.

To be always visible — to live

in a swarm of eyes —
a special expression must develop.

Face coated with clay.
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The murmuring rises and falls

while they divide up among themselves

the sky, the shadows, the sand grains.

I must be alone

ten minutes in the morning

and ten minutes in the evening.

— Without a program.

Everyone is queuing at everyone's door.

Many.

One.

Here's the original Swedish of one of my favorites from Bells

and Tracks. The English, at some odds with Bly's generally super-

ior version (printed elsewhere), is by Robin Fulton, who among

other things makes a plural of the title, which Bly and I take to be

a singular, i.e. "Open and Closed Space":

OPPNA OCH SLUTNA RUM

En man kanner pa varlden med yrket som en handske.

Han vilar en stund mitt pa dagen och har legt ifran sig

handskarna pa nyllan.

Dar vaxer de plotsligt, breder ut sig

och morklagger hela huset inifran.

Det morklagda huset ar mitt ute bland varvindarna.

'Amnesti' gar viskningen i graset; 'amnesti'.

En pojke springer med en osynlig lina som gar snett

upp i himlen

dar hans vilda drom om framtiden flyger som en drake

storre an fostaden.

Langre norrut ser man fran en hojd den bla oandliga

barrskogsmattan

dar molnskuggorna
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star stilla.

Nej, flyger fram.

OPEN AND CLOSED SPACES

A man feels the world with his work like a glove.

He rests for a while at midday having laid aside

the gloves on the shelf.

There they suddenly grow, spread

and black out the whole house from inside.

The blacked-out house is away out among the winds of spring.

"Amnesty," runs the whisper in the grass: "amnesty."

A boy sprints with an invisible line slanting up in the sky

where his wild dream of the future flies like a kite

bigger than the suburb.

Further north you can see from a summit the blue endless

carpet of pine forest

where the cloud shadows

are standing still.

No, are flying.

Take a look at the last few lines. Fulton is quite accurate in rend-

ering Transtromer's "star stilla" as "standing still," but Bly im-

proves on this considerably by shifting the alliteration to a

broader base that rests on more pleasing sounds and postpones

the effect to the end of the last two lines:

on which the shadows of the clouds

do not move.

No, they are moving.

Skipping the next collection. Seeing in the Dark (1970), mostly
for reasons of space but partly because overall the poems seem
slightly less realized in this period, here are two more luminous,
short pieces, from Paths (1973). "Sketch in October," in Robin
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Fulton's long prose rhythms, is a good example of Transtromer's
way with the strophe-antistrophe structure that he likes to use
for somber subjects:

SKETCH IN OCTOBER

The towboat is freckled with rust. What's it doing here so far

inland?

It is a heavy extinguished lamp in the cold.

But the trees have wild colors: signals to the other shore.

As if people wanted to be fetched.

On my way home I see mushrooms sprouting

up through the lawn.

They are the fingers, stretching for help, of someone

who has long sobbed to himself in the darkness down there.

We are the earth's.

Hass missed a chance to select an earlier and much finer trans-

lation of this gem, by David Walker:

SKETCH IN OCTOBER

The towboat is freckled with rust. What's it doing so far

inland?

It is a heavy lamp, extinguished by the cold.

But the trees have wild colors: signals to other shores.

As if some wanted to be rescued.

On my way home I see horsetail mushrooms shoot up

through the lawn.

They are the fingers of someone seeking help, someone

who has wept a long time for himself down there in the

dark.

We belong to the earth.

All along, and especially in the final line. Walker s ear is better
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and his sense of organic unity for the poem's meaning is surer.

Compare Fulton's "freckled" and "fetched" to Walker's "freckled"

and "rescued"; and especially the last three lines, where Fulton

gets into a woodenness, the music going out of it on "We are the

earth's."

Bly took a line from "Elegy" ("Friends! You drank some dark-

ness"), with its awkward yet powerful final movement, for the

title of his timely edition of Martinson, Ekelof, and Transtromer

that brought considerable attention to bear on contemporary

Swedish poetry and anticipated Martinson's winning the Nobel

Prize.

ELEGY

I open the first door.

It is a large sunlit room.

A heavy car passes outside

and makes the china quiver.

I open door number two.

Friends! You drank some darkness

and became visible.

Door number three. A narrow hotel room.
View on an alley.

One lamppost shines on the asphalt.

Experience, its beautiful slag.

Finally, let's have a look at three prose poems from Tran-
stromer s most recent period, in which he's turned to this

wickedly difficult genre with special devotion. "Below Freezing"
is from Truth-Barriers (1978; Bly's translation), "Molokai" from
The Wild Market Square (1983; Samuel Charters' translation), and a

newer prose poem, hitherto uncollected, "The Nightingale in

Badelunda," in Fulton's version:
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BELOW FREEZING

We are at a party that doesn't love us. Finally the party lets

the mask fall and shows what it is: a shunting station for

freight cars. In the fog cold giants stand on their tracks. A
scribble of chalk on the car doors.

One can't say it aloud, but there is a lot of repressed

violence here. That is why the furnishings seem so heavy.

And why it is so difficult to see the other thing present: a

spot of sun that moves over the house walls and slips over

the unaware forest of flickering faces, a biblical saying never

set down: "Come unto me, for I am as full of contradictions

as you."

I work the next morning in a different town. I drive

there in a hum through the dawning hour which resembles a

dark blue cylinder. Orion hangs over the frost. Children

stand in a silent clump, waiting for the school bus, the chil-

dren no one prays for. The light grows as gradually as our

hair.

* *

MOLOKAI

We stand at the end of the cliff and in the depths beneath us

gleam the roofs of the leper colony.

We could climb down, but we don't have time to make it back

before dark.

So we turn back through the forest, walk among trees with

long blue needles.

It is still. It is the stillness when the hawk comes.

It is a forest that forgives everything but forgets nothing.

Damien, out of love, chose life and oblivion. He found death

and fame.

But we see these events from the wrong angle: a heap of

stones instead of the face of the sphinx.
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THE NIGHTINGALE IN BADELUNDA

In the green midnight at the nightingale's northern limit.

Heavy leaves hang in trance, the deaf cars race towards the

neon-line. The nightingale's voice rises without wavering to

the side, it is as penetrating as a cock-crow, but beautiful and

free of vanity. I was in prison and it visited me. I was sick and

it visited me. I didn't notice it then, but I do now. Time

streams down from the sun and the moon and into all the

tick-tock-thankful clocks. But right here there is no time.

Only the nightingale's voice, the raw resonant notes that

whet the night sky's gleaming scythe.

While we see Transtromer exploring characteristic themes in

these pieces, he reaches a particular density in them by the way
he carries his images along on the protracted prose beats. What
might assume dreamy or nightmarish effects in other hands,

simply gets stated matter-of-factly here. His is a calm, steady,

serious sense of wonder and terror at the facts of life, a poetry of

"noticing now."

Stuart Friebert
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IN THE ENCHANTER'S CAVE

John Ashbery, April Galleons (Viking, 1987)

There's a great deal to discover and enjoy in John Ashbery's

twelfth collection, though a reader may have to overcome several

obstacles before the discovery and enjoyment can really take

over. It's partly a matter of learning to overlook certain short-

comings in this poet, but more a matter of finding out how re-

warding it can be to take him on his own terms.

One of my first reactions to the book, I must admit, was

irritation. I had assigned myself this review, and here was this

large book of poems that tended to resist interpretation and even

comprehension. I was already quite familiar with the way an

Ashbery poem can slip through your fingers just as you think

you've grasped it. Not only are the poems elusive; the poet him-

self, a master of manipulating verbal surfaces, a skilled juggler of

connotations and illusions, is almost never to be found venturing

an opinion or admitting to a personal emotion. As I once said in

another review, Ashbery never maintains a stable or predictable

distance between reader and writer. First he's nowhere to be

found. Then he's right next to you. But just as you begin to re-

spond to his experience or his emotion, thinking he's been

straightforward for once, he vanishes again. It can feel like cheat-

ing, though teasing is a better term and Wallace Stevens is of

course an extremely respectable precedent for this kind of play-

ful self-presentation.

Another thing that may bother readers is the leisurely ease

with which Ashbery performs. Poems that may finally have very

little substance spin themselves out over two or three pages, in

long meandering lines and complicated, engorged units of syn-

tax. They feel wonderfully inclusive, and they are both funny

and plangent — the sense of expert control is never absent from

this writer's work — but surely they lose something in the way of

intensity and concentration by their sometimes extravagant

lengths. They don't feel formed by the pressure of necessity. To

invoke an old term for a test of excellence, they don't seem in-

spired.
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In 1864, as a twenty-year-old undergraduate at Oxford,

Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote a letter to a friend (A. W. M. Bail-

lie) in which he proposed, in order to substantiate his “doubts"

about Tennyson, the term “Parnassian" for a certain kind of ex-

pert but essentially uninspired poetry. “It does not require," he

suggested, “the mood of mind in which the poetry of inspiration

is written." And yet it is fundamentally the work of genius:

Great men, poets I mean, have each their own dialect as

it were of Parnassian, formed generally as they go on
writing, and at last — that is the point to be marked —
they can see things in this Parnassian way and describe

them in this Parnassian tongue, without further effort

of inspiration.

Could it be, I found myself wondering as I paged through April

Galleons , that Ashbery's strength and weakness both lie in the

fact that he has become so expert at producing this gorgeous but

essentially uncompelled and uncompelling mode of verse that

Hopkins was describing? Is Ashbery in some sense our Tenny-

son, and is this book the contemporary equivalent of those reams

of stately, high-minded but finally quite forgettable Victorian

poetry?

Intrigued by this possibility, I noted that Hopkins, after

quoting a swatch of Enoch Arden (“The mountain wooded to the

peak, the lawns / And winding glades high up like ways to

Heaven, / The slender coco's drooping crown of plumes" etc.),

remarks that it is a sign of the presence of Parnassian that you
could conceive yourself writing it. Yes, I thought, what about

having a go at being Ashbery? It looks pretty easy. This is what I

dashed off:

A PIECE OF CAKE

And so the morning rolled away, squeaking a little on its

rubber wheels.

And we were left to piece together

The shredded librettos blowing along the boulevards

Along with whatever saving platitudes turned up.

Into the fire with those butterflies, pal. Was it for this
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(Or so we would have liked to ask, however slyly)

That precept-laden men and women settled here

And built these huts and mansions that we live in?

When it dripped and ran all over our final evening

The melting popsicle of eternity was certainly true to form,

And we waited for the summons by the embarrassed

bouncer

That would see us out the door and into the swamp.
All this despair that fills you like a bubble

Is, you now realize, gleaming and sort of temporary.

Sad. But just what the doctor ordered.

Well, that was fun, and, as I suspected, easy, but in fact my imita-

tion or parody showed me that I was in danger of selling Ashbery

short. I had caught some of his tricks: the well-placed cliche, the

slightly absurd trope, the “slippage" of narrative and discourse

that makes you begin to distrust your tendency to commit your-

self to such ideas as coherent sequence and logical conclusions.

But my imitation looks and sounds hollow next to the poems in

April Galleons. Ashbery has a bag of tricks, yes, but he isn't inter-

ested solely in the clever manipulation of verbal surfaces. Some-

thing deeper and more engaged is going on. Armed with reassur-

ance, I read on more confidently.

The next issue, when we have got past distrust of glibness

and suspicion about uninspired “Parnassian," is the matter of un-

evenness. Because Ashbery's poems resist interpretation, they

also resist judgment. It's likely that there are strong poems and

weak poems in this poet's now very sizable canon, but which is

which? How do we tell? The weaknesses, after all, such as dif-

fuseness and anticlimax, might be rhetorical strategies. Hasty

decisions about quality could lead to preference for shorter and

more conventional poems and make one miss the best things the

poet has to offer. My own solution to this was to begin a list of

the poems I really liked in April Galleons, so that I could decide

what made them distinctive. As I read and reread the collection,

the list grew steadily. I liked some poems better than others, true,

but a different day and mood shifted my preferences around. The

more I read, the more I was reluctant to leave poems off my list.
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The exercise was revealing the overall quality of the collection.

And I was falling into the grasp of the enchanter, taking his work

more and more on its own terms and enjoying the experience

thoroughly.

So, what are the special strengths of Ashbery's work in gen-

eral and April Galleons in particular? I am not going to omit all

mention of weaknesses from here on, but basically the message

of this review from this point on is: buy this book so you can read

and enjoy it. You'll be well rewarded.

Let's begin with the humor, always a feature of Ashbery's

poems. Here are the opening lines of "Unreleased Movie":

Let's start in the middle, as usual. Ever since I burnt my
mouth

I talk two ways, first as reluctant explainer, then as someone

offstage

In a dream, hushing those who might wake you from this

dream.

Imperfectly got up as a lutanist.

The rest of the poem may well be an example of Ashbery's ten-

dency to overextend good ideas. It runs some sixty long lines.

About what? About facing mortality and living in time, the

whole hilarious mystery of human consciousness and the ache

and pleasure of using words. It gets to be a bit too much of a good
thing. The beginning, however, is surely one of the most bril-

liantly funny introductions by an artist-speaker who is going to

conduct us through a poem that we could hope to find.

This suave and straight-faced comedy is everywhere to be

found in April Galleons. Here is a sample from the middle of "Polite

Distortions":

We linger against a pattern

Of hills with tractor obbligato, and everything comes
To sway in our sense (well, with it). One is released

From the clothes of day, one by one; an invisible valet

Takes each one away, never to be seen again. Oh well, we
Were meant to rest at this point so that the laundry
Of our thinking will be spread out on bushes and not
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Come to tempt us too much with the long shadows of

causality

Striking deep into its expansionist mass to let the bare

Branches form a tentative yet definitive icing or hairnet over
its

Accidented terrain. That's how determinism does it:

Jack fell down and broke his crown.

And Jill came tumbling after.

The valet who takes the clothes of day away and the metaphor
that follows, laundry of thought spread on bushes, are funny in

themselves and then funnier for their slightly grotesque con-

junction. The syntactical unit that begins with "Oh well" and

ends with "terrain" grows precariously and amusingly compli-

cated. Again, little tropes within the larger figure of a landscape,

such as "icing" and "hairnet," render the whole enterprise

sweetly ludicrous, and the final descent into nursery rhyme con-

cludes the argument and dissolves the mood with a brilliant

stroke of broad comedy. All the while, a generally cogent discus-

sion has been going forward, an attempt to consider how the

consciousness toys continually with the constructs of causality,

even to the point of inventing determinism, imposing this

"hairnet" of explanation on the landscapes of experience, "acci-

dented terrain." We need, in other words, to balance our re-

sponse to the highly original comic gestures with a serious con-

sideration of where the argument is taking us.

That last point deserves special emphasis: we can't really sep-

arate the comical from the serious in this poet (or in Stevens, his

portly uncle). We are not dealing, in other words, with false dis-

course or simple parody of rational propositions, but with rea-

soned and serious conjectures about the world and experience

that are colored by a consciousness (in this case comic) of their

own limitations. We are still learning, really, despite all our

heavy-duty discussions about deconstruction, how to read poets

like Stevens and Ashbery, who weave gorgeous tapestries and

then don't even wait till nightfall, like Penelope, to unravel them.

They show us what they can do and what they can't do simul-

taneously, and we wish, from force of habit, that they would do
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one or the other. A poetics that proposed that Ashbery and Stev-

ens are by turn serious and comical would come closer to doing

them justice than one that tried to make them just one or the

other. But one that could acknowledge the simultaneity of the

serious and the comic, not to mention the creative and the decre-

ative, is what we really need.

If Ashbery is very funny while he is trying to make sense of

the world, he is also very sad. Different readers will respond in

varying degrees to the luxuriant sorrow of his world, its high

romantic melancholy that also teases and mocks itself, but they

can hardly overlook it. The fact that we all face death, that we live

in separate, soiipsistic dream worlds, that order is probably just

our fiction, that art cannot really solace us except very briefly,

that time and consciousness are mysteries we never really suc-

ceed in penetrating — these facts are reinforced so frequently

and, for the most part lyrically, that they help mark April Galleons

as relatively late work and the poet as someone who doesn't want

to evade the hard truths of life simply by joking about them. The
melancholy, like the comedy and the serious discourse, is never

isolated, so that illustrating it will also mean showing how it is

undermined. Here is a quiet and pleasing poem called "Ostensi-

bly":

One might like to rest or read.

Take walks, celebrate the kitchen table,

Pat the dog absentmindedly, meanwhile

Thinking gloomy thoughts— so many separate

Ways of doing, one is uncertain

How the future is going to handle this.

Will it reveal itself again

Or only in the artificial calm

Of one person's resolve to do better

Yet strike a harder bargain

Next time?

Gardeners cannot make the world

Nor witches undo it, yet

The mad doctor is secure
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In his thick-walled laboratory,

Behind evergreen borders black now
Against the snow, precise as stocking seams
Pulled straight again. There is never

Any news from that side.

A rigidity that may well be permanent
Seems to have taken over. The pendulum
Is stilled; the rush

Of season into season ostensibly incomplete.

A perverse order has been laid

There at the joint where the year branches

Into artifice one way, into a votive

Lassitude the other way, but that is stalled:

An old discolored snapshot

That soon fades away.

And there is no spectator

And no agent to cry Enough,

That the battle chime is stilled.

The defeated memory gracious as flowers

And therefore also permanent in its way —
I mean they endure, are always around.

And even when they are not, their names are,

A fortified dose of the solid.

Livable adventure.

And from growing dim, the coals

Fall alight. There are two ways to be.

You must try getting up from the table

And sitting down relaxed in another country

Wearing red suspenders

Toward one's own space and time.

This is typically elusive, but its mood of resignation and defeat

seems distinct enough. Moments of arrest and perspective give

us an overview of life, but no answers and few comforts. Choices

lead either to artifice or a stalled votive lassitude. Order is per-



verse," memory is "defeated." Whoever is going to make or un-

make our world is a mad scientist we can't communicate with.

And yet the poem arrives finally at a posture of graceful defeat.

The image that opens the final stanza, echoing the end of "The

Windhover" rather than Shakespeare's "That time of year"

sonnet, suggests accidental but welcome insights and epiphanies.

The weary self forms a mild resolve ("You must try getting up

from the table") and imagines keeping its pants up in a colorful

way (recalling the old joke about why a fireman wears red sus-

penders) and matching the glowing coals. The unresolved con-

tradictions of "getting up" and "sitting down," and of "in another

country" and "Toward one's own space and time" are a typical

Ashbery ending, an unclosed closure that we must resolve by

ourselves if resolution is to occur.

Another poem short enough to quote and consider in its en-

tirety here is the rather more bitter one called "Some Money":

I said I am awkward.

I said we make fools of our lives

For a little money and a coat.

The great tree, once grown, passes over.

I said you can catch all kinds of weird activities.

Meanwhile the child disturbs you.

You are never asked back with its dog

And the fishing pole leans against the steps.

Why have all the windows darkened?

The laurel burned its image into the sky like smoke?

All was gold and shiny in the queen's parlor.

In the pigsty outside it was winter however
With one headache after another

Leading to the blasted bush

On which a felt hat was stuck

Closer to the image of you, of how it feels.

The dogs were in time for no luck.

The lobster shouted how it was long ago

No pen mightier than this said the object
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As though to ward off a step

To kiss my sweetheart in the narrow alley

Before it was wartime and the cold ended

On that note.

I know there are lots of comic touches here, in the borrowing
from fairy tales and dreams, where lobsters shout and swords
talk, but the poem records a series of defeats and disappoint-

ments so relentlessly that no one would characterize it as merely

or even mostly funny. It's even possible to imagine that the

speaker is dead, with nothing to do but look up through the great

tree, wonder about the state of the world, and sort through bitter

memories, like one of Beckett's characters. That's putting too

specific a scenario onto the poem, but it does suggest how grim it

is.

The poems I have just examined for their melancholy tonali-

ties also illustrate what we can and cannot expect from Ashbery.

They do not have delineated subjects. We do not know whether

any specific events occasioned them. We cannot make them into

stabilized accounts of definite experiences. The Harvard fresh-

men who are taught always to hunt for the "antecedent scenario"

of a poem would have poor luck with these. But the poems have

definite compensations to offer for such omissions. They offer us

exciting, destabilized verbal encounters, where diction and dis-

course shift around continually among the myriad possibilities

language seems to offer. They scoot from cliche to original

phrase without warning, from abstract to concrete, from over-

familiar poetic images to perfectly unaccountable ones. Consider

again the first stanza of "Some Money." That series of state-

ments cannot be reconciled with each other in terms of their own

context. They only work if we furnish a larger order for them,

which Ashbery knows we will be sorely tempted to do. But any

order we come up with, such as my dead man looking up through

the tree and its "weird activities," is nothing the poet has to

match or take responsibility for.

Or consider again the opening sentence of "Some Money" 's

final stanza. We launch yet again into the promise of a narrative,

only to find it once again withdrawn; it leads instead to the
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strange image of the hat on the bush. Is the "you" the reader, a

friend of the speaker, or the speaker himself? Then come the

dogs — provoked by the pigs or by the dog of the second stanza?

— and then the shouting lobster (one thinks of Nerval's pet,

whose virtue was that it didn't bark and knew the secrets of the

sea). At some point a reader may well react negatively and say,

"Why, this is all nonsense. I'm being tricked. There's nothing

here!" And the patient answer has to be that no, it isn't all non-

sense, you are being tricked, but for a good purpose, and there is

something there, something called language that we live by and

with and take for granted until a poet like Ashbery shows us, by

its mirror, or a series of them, its illusory nature and its wonder,

its strengths and limitations.

I stumble out of the enchanter's cave, blinking in the

sunlight. A lot happened in there. I saw how strange time is, and

what queer things we do to reconcile ourselves to it. I recognized

that human consciousness is a kind of pageant, or opera, or

theater of dreams. And I thought a lot about the problem of

meaning. Let's see, what were some of the things the enchanter

said about meaning? Well, he said:

And they scratch, some of them feverishly, at whatever
meaning it might be supposed to yield up, of course ex-

piring as it does so.

That was in "The Ice Storm," that brilliant three-page prose

poem that comes next-to-last in the collection. He also said, or

had someone say, in "Disguised Zenith":

Flies on a wall, and there is no meaning but in suffering

And where is the meaning in that?

I remember another poem ("Vaucanson") where it was remarked
of someone's writing:

There had to be understanding to it.

Why, though? That always happens anyway.
And who gets the credit for it? Not what is understood.

Presumably, and it diminishes us

In our getting to know it . . .
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Ah well, that was rather like something from the middle of
another poem ("When half the time they don't know them-
selves . .

There has to be heart to this.

The words are there already.

Just because the river looks like it's flowing backwards
Doesn't mean the motion doesn't mean something.

That it's incorrect as a metaphor.

Do these statements about meaning and understanding add up to

something? I think they do. I think the enchanter was often very

honest about the strengths and limitations of his work and the

sources of his wizardry. I see strong lines of meaning running

through his work that constitute important and moving insights.

I must go back to the cave, again and again, till I have gained a

better grasp of what he was getting at. He will never tell me
much about himself, I suspect, but I think he wants to be open

about his art. Nothing up his sleeve, so to speak.

The cover of this lovely volume is a detail of one of John

Constable's cloud studies. That's appropriate for the link it de-

clares between Ashbery's postmodern consciousness and the

romantic spirit he may wish he could more fully sustain or in-

habit. It's also right, of course, as a characterization of these

poems. Like clouds they are ever-changing, insubstantial, less

solid than they appear and yet, by providing the weather of our

days, something we would never want to be without.

David Young
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CHEKHOV IN AMERICA

Gerald Stern, Lovesick (Harper & Row, 1987)

A reviewer writing recently in the Hudson Review charged Ger-

ald Stern with sentimentality. I can see the reasons behind such a

claim: Stern's work is often unfashionably passionate in its re-

sponse to everyday pleasures and terrors. His poems frequently

risk banality by dancing in the territory of apparently naked emo-

tion; they are full of the sounds of moaning and singing, of ex-

travagant gestures of celebration and repentance. But in my
judgment there is nothing sentimental about the poems in Love-

sick, if by that term one means a self-indulgent summoning of

emotion for its own sake. What seems remarkable to me about

Stern's work is how successfully he manages to dramatize the

emotional content of the poems, framing it so subtly that the

seam between art and artlessness almost disappears. In that

sense he seems to me increasingly an American Chekhov. He is

as generous, honest, and fearless a poet as we have, but he is also

a masterful sculptor of tone, rhetoric, and cadence.

Stern's best poems grow out of an apparently autobiographical

impulse, but they are also wonderfully open and inclusive: the

persona is at once localized and representative. Such poems have

their foundation in the domestic, historical, everyday self, but

they are apt at some point to break into an urgent lyricism with

breathtaking ease and grace. One of the clearest examples is "All

I Have Are the Tracks":

All I have are the tracks. There were a dog's

going down the powdered steps, there was a woman
going one way, a man going the other, a squirrel

on top of the man; sometimes his paws were firm,

the claws were showing — in fear, in caution — sometimes
they sort of scurried, then sort of leaped. The prints

go east and west; there is a boot; there is

a checkerboard style, a hexagram style; my own
I study now, my Georgia Loggers, the heel
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a kind of target, the sole a kind of sponge;

the tiny feet are hopping, four little paws,

the distance between them is fifteen inches, they end
in the grass, in the leaves, there are four toes and a palm,

the nose isn't there, the tail isn't there, the teeth

that held the acorn, the eyes that thought; and the hands
that held the books, and the face that froze, and the shoulders

that fought the wind, and the mouth that struggled for air,

and love and hate, and all their shameless rages.

What could be simpler? The speaker describes the tracks in the

snow and invents a scenario that helps him account for them.

The progress of the poem is apparently governed only by the

random play of consciousness as details are noticed and inter-

preted, though it is given shape and rhythm by emphatic repeti-

tion (going one way/going the other, sometimes/sometimes,

"sort of scurried, then sort of leaped," "a checkerboard style, a

hexagram style," "the heel / a kind of target, the sole a kind of

sponge"). Gradually the poem becomes more subjective, first as

the speaker's own tracks are uncovered and then as his recon-

structed narrative begins to take shape in the present tense be-

fore his eyes. The squirrel becomes vividly present, only to leap

off the steps and out of the poem, leaving the speaker with a keen

sense of absence, of what is not represented before him, all the

individual details that give the squirrel's life its particularity. Fi-

nally, his imagination tumbles back to the anonymous man and

woman on the steps, their unrepresented lives in the wintry

landscape. The details with which he fills the absence are myste-

riously intimate yet unerringly persuasive; the rhetoric of the

last line is heightened but entirely earned. By this point the poem

has become an uncanny elegy for all human absence, commemo-

rating all those events for which all we have are the tracks. The

curiosity, tenderness, humor, and broad intelligence of this poem

are all hallmarks of Stern's voice, and all help protect him from

the sentimental.

One of Stern's recurring subjects is music: the persona sits

on a porch with a cup of coffee, listening to a record and casting

the net of his mind out to see what will turn up. Brahms, Strauss,
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Schubert, Liszt are all favorites, and indeed Stern acknowledges

a spiritual affinity for the late nineteenth century:

how well the goods were made in 1910,

fifteen years before my birth — my soul

was probably born too late, it had a certain

zest, I think, for the wrong century. . . .

One of my favorites of the poems about music in Lovesick is “Bela/
7

the elegy to Bartok, whom Stern clearly sees as another middle-

European counterpart:

There is a note at the end of the second movement

I love to think about; it parodies

Shostakovich; it is a kind of flutter

of the lips. And there is a note — I hear it —
of odd regret for a life not lived enough,

everyone knows that sound, for me it's remorse,

and there is a note of crazy satisfaction,

this I love, of the life he would not change

no matter what — no other animal

could have such pleasure. . . .

Those two notes, of odd regret and crazy satisfaction, again for

me define Stern's Chekhovian range. He's obviously describing

himself here, yet the tone is far from self-absorbed, given how
inclusive it is, how easily it generalizes from the assumption that

“everyone know’s that sound." The movement from self to world

here parallels that of “All I Have Are the Tracks"; the speaker

exercises enormous negative capability, and the results have the

same balance of anguish and sweetness that characterizes the

music of Brahms and Bartok. “Bela" is too long to quote entire, so

I'll just let the ending represent it. The speaker has stayed up all

night, listening to a recording of Bartok's last concerto and im-

agining him dying in a hospital bed in Boston. Finally, near dawn,

I go to sleep on the floor, there is a pillow

somewhere for my heavy head, my hand
is resting on the jacket, Maazel is leading

the Munich orchestra, a nurse is pulling
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the sheet up, Bartok is dead, his wife is walking
past the sun room, her face is white, her mind
is on the apartment they lost, where she would put
the rugs, how she would carry in his breakfast,

where they would read, her mind is on Budapest,
she plays the piano for him, she is eighteen

and he is thirty-seven, he is gone

to break the news, she waits in agony,

she goes to the telephone; I turn to the window,
I stare at my palm, I draw a heart in the dust,

I put the arrow through it, I place the letters

one inside the other. I sleep, I sleep.

This enacts on a larger scale the pattern of "All I Have Are the

Tracks": the speaker follows the tracks of history until he is sud-

denly released into intuitive understanding of the life that made
them. The poem is carefully researched; Stern clearly knows a

good deal about Bartok's life and his music. Yet the effect of this

extraordinary last passage depends on the blurring of recorded

and invented history, of the musical notes and the interpretation

of the notes. At least five different time-frames overlap; har-

mony emerges partly from the uniformly simple declarative

sentences, but mainly from the filter of the speaker's melancholy

and insomnia. Because it is necessary to the poem's dramatic con-

struction, the self-projection seems fully earned. Even the risky

final few lines escape self-indulgence through the language's

openness and directness; the speaker knows that the heart and

arrow are a childish gesture, but in allowing himself the gently

self-deflating whimsy he somehow both makes the necessary

homage and breaks through his obsession to the comfort of

sleep. It's a rich and satisfying performance.

The negative capability I mentioned earlier is a quality often

overlooked in discussions of Stern's work. The familiar Sternian

persona — melancholy, middleaged, wry, alert — is everywhere

apparent, but so is an urgent impulse to transcend the boundar-

ies of self and see the world from other perspectives. The voice

remains the same, but through metaphor or imaginative projec-
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tion the speaker variously becomes a giant whooping crane, a

limping pigeon, "a Vietnamese / in San ]ose, taking a quick lunch

hour, / reading Browning/' In one of the most remarkable of

these poems he speaks in the voice of a dead dog:

THE DOG

What I was doing with my white teeth exposed

like that on the side of the road I don't know,

and I don't know why I lay beside the sewer

so that lover of dead things could come back

with his pencil sharpened and his piece of white paper.

I was there for a good two hours whistling

dirges, shrieking a little, terrifying

hearts with my whimpering cries before I died

by pulling the one leg up and stiffening.

There is a look we have with the hair of the chin

curled in mid-air, there is a look with the belly

stopped in the midst of its greed. . . .

This is risky material, of course; Stern's treatment works, I think,

because it's so patient and clear-eyed, and because he emphasizes

the dog's bafflement, detachment, and spirit rather than milking

the pathos of the situation. The further dramatic complication is

that Stern has represented himself separately in the poem, as the

"lover of dead things" (an accurate figure, given the volume's

frequent elegiac tone) perceived through the dog's eyes. Again

there's a note of whimsy in this double representation, but more
is at stake than an aesthetic game, as the subsequent passage

makes clear:

. . . The lover of dead things

stoops to feel me, his hand is shaking. I know
his mouth is open and his glasses are slipping.

1 think his pencil must be jerking and the terror

of smell — and sight — is overtaking him;

I know he has that terrified faraway look

that death brings — he is contemplating. I want him
to touch my forehead once and rub my muzzle
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before he lifts me up and throws me into

that little valley. I hope he doesn't use

his shoe for fear of touching me; I know,
or used to know, the grasses down there; I think

I knew a hundred smells. I hope the dog's way
doesn't overtake him, one quick push,

barely that, and the mind freed, something else,

some other thing, to take its place. . . .

The dog's perspective allows Stern to objectify his own fear and

pain without diminishing them — we need only imagine this pas-

sage told in the man's voice to see how maudlin it would become.

The dog's desire for contact and attention displaces our familiar

associations, forces us to see the dead animal on the highway

more empathetically. Yet finally the poem is as moving as it is not

for what it tells us about dogs, but for what it reveals about our-

selves. The dog itself seems to understand this, as it hopes "the

lover of dead things" will see it, not in "the dog's way" with doggy

indifference, but as a mysterious other. In the final section, the

poet presses fearlessly on, as the dog addresses a prayer to the

man:

. . . Great heart,

great human heart, keep loving me as you lift me,

give me your tears, great loving stranger, remember

the death of dogs, forgive the yapping, forgive

the shitting, let there be pity, give me your pity.

How could there be enough? I have given

my life for this, emotion has ruined me, oh lover,

I have exchanged my wildness — little tricks

with the mouth and feet, with the tail, my tongue is a

parrot's,

I am a rampant horse, I am a lion,

I wait for the cookie, I snap my teeth —
as you have taught me, oh distant and brilliant and lonely.

It's a great moment, almost ridiculous (imagine how uncomfort-

able this would make the critic probing for sentimentality) yet
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kept this side of bathos by the strangeness of it, the experience of

seeing the world as a field of canine emotions. And the final sen-

tence is leavened by a series of further surprises, first the urgent

claim that the dog has given up its essential self, its wildness, in

service to its human “lover” (“emotion has ruined me"), then the

litany of obedient tricks and poses, and finally the last line, where

the focus shifts disconcertingly and revealingly back to the hu-

man self. Somewhere “The Dog“ has become a most peculiar sort

of love poem, richly mysterious and making through its curious

double voice a powerful statement about identity and mortality.

The directness of Stern's language and the domesticity of

many of his subjects should not blind readers to the unique au-

thority of his vision. These are eloquent and compelling poems,

brave in their treatment of the emotional life, yet refined and

subtle in their craft. Lovesick is the most intelligent and moving

collection I've read this year.

David Walker
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